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Abstract—Solid tumors must recruit new blood vessels for growth and maintenance. Discovering drugs that block tumor-induced

development of new blood vessels (angiogenesis) is an important approach in cancer treatment. The complexity of angiogenesis

presents both challenges and opportunities for cancer therapies. Intuitive approaches, such as blocking VegF activity, have yielded

important therapies. But there maybe opportunities to alter nonintuitive targets either alone or in combination. This paper describes the

development of a high-fidelity simulation of angiogenesis and uses this as the basis for a parallel search-based approach for the

discovery of novel potential cancer treatments that inhibit blood vessel growth. Discovering new therapies is viewed as a multiobjective

combinatorial optimization over two competing objectives: minimizing the estimated cost of practically developing the intervention while

minimizing the simulated oxygen provided to the tumor by angiogenesis. Results show the effectiveness of the search process by

finding interventions that are currently in use, and more interestingly, discovering potential new approaches that are nonintuitive yet

effective.

Index Terms—Cancer therapy, cellular Potts model, CPM, Glazier-Graner-Hogeweg model, GGH, multiobjective optimization, parallel

search, computational discovery, angiogenesis, VegF.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CANCER is to be the leading cause of death throughout the
world in 2010 [9]. By 2020, between 20 to 26 million

people are predicted to be diagnosed with cancer and 13 to
17 million people will die of cancer. With estimated five
year survival rates only 65 percent [34], there is an urgent
need for new, more effective cancer therapies.

There is an expanding pipeline of anticancer drugs and
therapies [62]. The first critical phase of this treatment
pipeline is the discovery of therapies that slow the growth
of an avascular tumor by stopping, slowing, or remodeling
its vascularization. Searching for new treatments in the
laboratory is exceedingly difficult not only because of the
inherent complexity of cancer, but also because of time and
expense. These methods must first implement carefully
planned changes in an animal model system, and then
observe the resulting effects such as inhibiting vasculariza-
tion or tumor growth [54]. These time-consuming proce-
dures are a principal factor limiting the rate of new
treatment discovery.

Computational and mathematical models for cancer
study speed the exploration of possible cancer therapies
and open new possibilities for treatments and their potential
has been long recognized [10]. Computational models have
helped to understand specific processes of cancer such as
tumor growth [23], metastasis [61], and angiogenesis [40],

[52], and have enabled evaluation and improvement of
therapies “in silico” [45], [4]. Computational models provide
many advantages over laboratory-based methods: they run
orders of magnitude faster and can simulate days of cancer
development in seconds; they can evaluate a treatment by
measuring tumor growth or computing the oxygen delivery
efficiency of a newly formed vascular system [2]; and they
can easily implement alternative therapies, chemotherapy
schedules, and doses through parameter/behavior-rule
changes [11], [21], [32]. Computational models of cancer
development offer the potential to significantly improve the
efficiency of finding new therapies.

Tumors grow and spread by first recruiting new blood
vessels from the host tissues in a process called angiogen-
esis. This process is initiated when cells in the center of the
microtumor experience hypoxia and secret vascular en-
dothelial growth factor (VegF). Existing host vessels
respond by sprouting a network of blood vessels toward
the tumor to provide the needed nutrition and oxygen.
Antiangiogenic drugs increase survival rates among cancer
patients by disrupting or modifying this tumor-induced
angiogenesis [12], [53], [18]. Evidence suggests that there
are a variety of ways these drugs work. Some antiangio-
genic treatments (e.g., the VEGF-blocking antibody bevaci-
zumab) repair the tumor-induced vessels—which tend to be
poorly structured and leaky—and then apply conventional
chemotherapy or radiation therapy. In this approach, the
repaired vessels increase survival by enabling more efficient
delivery of chemotherapeutics and increased oxygen for
effective radiation therapy [33]. Other approaches seek to
prevent the initiation of vascularization and the subsequent
formation of functional vasculature for the tumor [44].
These approaches starve a microtumor at a very early stage,
arrest its growth, and reduce the effect of hypoxia and the
resultant secretion of VegF. The cumulative outcome is to
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halt the progression from the initial microtumor to a
growing, vascularized tumor.

This paper seeks to identify new potential therapies that
block the initial development of the vascular network.
Future work will consider the alternative approach, where
vessels are repaired and optimized for oxygen delivery. A
novel and general-purpose computational discovery system
is introduced that rapidly generates thousands of potential
therapies, then evaluates their effectiveness through the use
of a cell-based simulation model. The best interventions
discovered are pooled and reported.

Using the computational modeling work of [7] and [2] as
a springboard, this work presents a high-fidelity simulation
model of the initial stages of angiogenesis and integrates
multiple spatial scales at the subcellular, cellular, and tissue
levels. This simulation system is sufficiently abstract to be
computationally feasible, yet is sufficiently detailed to
identify specific medically relevant intervention targets
represented as the model parameters. The model simulates
the first steps of angiogenesis, when new blood vessels
grow toward the tumor, form loops that allow blood to flow
(anastomosis), and secrete oxygen and nutrients to support
the tumor. The discovery algorithm evaluates potential
interventions by measuring the amount of simulated
oxygen provided to the tumor during the first 72 hours of
angiogenesis. The computational search-based approach
has the potential to suggest promising treatments to
laboratory-based researchers.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Angiogenesis Blocking Treatments

The state of the art in angiogenesis blocking treatments is
reviewed in [56], [44], and [53]. Successful treatments
discovered so far target single-component mechanisms that
directly influence the development of vessels. One impor-
tant example is blocking the activity of VegF, a protein
secreted by hypoxic cells that induces the proliferation of
new blood vessels. Existing treatments either bind to VegF
to interfere with binding to its receptors, or bind to VegF
receptors on the endothelial cells, preventing activation and
growth [17]. Another set of drugs affects how proteolytic
enzymes interact with the extracellular matrix [57], and
other treatments slow the growth of both the endothelial
and tumor cells directly [27], or disrupt endothelial cell
signalling networks [19].

To discover alternative therapies, this work considers
disrupting other component mechanisms of angiogenesis,
either singularly or in groups, that may effect the
morphology and resulting efficiency of the new blood
vessel network. Potential targets for intervention include
cell-specific adhesion or cell elasticity, haptotaxis, and
filopodia flexibility or extension rates. Importantly, novel
therapies maybe discovered by considering combinations
of targets. The complexity of angiogenesis presents many
component mechanisms that could be disrupted in multi-
ple ways, requiring the search of a large combinatorial
space of possible therapies that is infeasible using
laboratory-based biological methods. By utilizing a high-
fidelity simulation of angiogenesis and parallel resources,

this large combinatorial space can be efficiently searched
and new potential therapies discovered. A further advan-
tage of this computational approach is the lack of human
bias in the search process making discovery of nonintui-
tive, currently unavailable, but potentially effective cancer
treatments possible.

2.2 Treatment Discovery as Optimization

The high-fidelity simulation of angiogenesis used in this
research takes as input a vector of numerical parameters
that each describe a component mechanism of angiogenesis.
When provided as input to the angiogenesis model, each
vector of parameters will increase, decrease, or leave
unchanged the simulated oxygen supplied to the tumor.
The discovery of effective therapies maybe viewed as a
combinatorial optimization problem over the space of
parameter vectors where the estimated cost (i.e., difficulty)
of clinical implementation and the simulated oxygen
supplied to the tumor are two distinct objective functions,
which often conflict. A good potential therapy will
minimize both the estimated cost and the oxygen supply
to the tumor simultaneously.

In multiobjective optimization, a set of best solutions
exist, each of which maybe considered optimal according to
the specifications of the given problem. To understand this
optimal set, a dominance relation between solutions is
defined as a partial ordering over the set of all solutions,
where solution a dominates solution b if all of the objectives
of a are strictly better than those of solution b [20]. The
optimal solution set is called the Pareto optimal frontier [26]
and comprises of those solutions that are not dominated by
any other solution.

Multiobjective optimization, then, is the search for
solutions that lie on the Pareto optimal frontier. There are
many computational search-based techniques that are used
for multiobjective optimization. Computational approaches
are preferred over mathematical programming techniques
because they are not affected by continuity or the concavity
of the Pareto optimal front, they don’t require derivatives,
and they tend to converge rapidly to near-Pareto optimal
solutions [59]. Two common computational search-based
techniques are evolutionary algorithms and simulated
annealing.

Evolutionary algorithms are well suited for multiobjec-
tive optimization due to their ability to simultaneously
search a population of multiple Pareto optimal solutions
and their ability to cover large expanses of space [16]. A
significant amount of research has been performed on
developing fitness assignment strategies that yield good
convergence [16], [64], [65]. The fitness of a solution a, is
measured by the number of solutions it dominates, how
many solutions dominate a, how deeply a dominates the
rest of the population, or a combination of all three [65].
Most evolutionary algorithms used for multiobjective
optimization also incorporate techniques to maintain
diversity along the Pareto optimal frontier and to prevent
loss of good solutions using either elitism or a form of
solution archiving [16]. However, standard evolutionary
algorithms impose no limits on the complexity of the
solutions found, and are known to produce complex,
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bloated solutions [38] that could not be implemented as
medical treatments.

Simulated annealing algorithms have also been used
with some success for solving multiobjective optimization
problems [59]. These techniques have become popular due
to their simplicity and ability to rapidly generate a set of
Pareto optimal solutions with relatively low computational
cost. Like the evolutionary algorithm approach to multi-
objective optimization, many variants have been developed
and used successfully to solve real-world problems [6], [15],
[60]. Generally, the variants differ with respect to their
acceptance criterion, whether or not a potential solution is
classified as an improvement over previous solutions, and
their management of the Pareto optimal solution set.

2.3 Overview

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, the
Monte Carlo-based search engine is described in Section 3,
followed by a description of our modified Glazier-Graner-
Hogeweg angiogenesis simulation system in Section 3.3.
Section 4 describes potentially effective cancer therapies
discovered by the search engine. Finally, the findings of this
work are discussed in Section 5.

3 SEARCH METHOD

Each potential therapy is represented as a vector of
40 parameter deviations, �~P , from the vector of normative
parameter values, ~PN , such that ~P ¼ ~PN þ�~P . Each para-
meter encodes a qualitative behavior of a component
mechanism included in the angiogenesis model such as
endothelial cell growth, cell adhesion, the forces of chemo-
taxis and haptotaxis, ECM adhesion and degradation,
filopodia extension and lifetime, or VegF secretion from
the tumor, diffusion through the host tissue, and uptake by
endothelial cells. The normative parameter vector represents
the default, untreated condition and a vector of deviations
represents a potential treatment. The normative values for
each of the 40 parameters have been defined according to the
literature and simulation studies of standard blood vessel
morphologies [3], [7], [8]. Along with a normative value,
each parameter is assigned a range of possible values
according to what changes are physically valid in the
angiogenesis model and maybe medically feasible to change
now or in the near future. Each mechanism and its associated
parameters are described in Section 3.3. The normative
values and ranges of the 40 parameters used in this
simulation are given in Tables 2 and 3.

Multiobjective optimization occurs in the parameter
deviation space, XX, defined as a subset of the IR40 vector
space, where each �~P 2 XX contains the 40 parameter
deviations (dimensions) whose values are bounded above
and below according to their respective, predefined ranges.

The cost objective function, which estimates the medical
cost of implementing the effects described by a deviation
vector, is defined as Costð�~P Þ, and described in detail in
Section 3.2.1. The true cost of actually implementing a
parameter deviation as an effective and safe therapy is very
difficult to determine due to the need to operationalize each
parameter change into a clinical intervention. The oxygen
objective function, defined by O2ð�~P Þ, is used to evaluate

how much oxygen is supplied to a tumor given the effects
induced by a vector of parameter deviations, �~P . The
oxygen supplied to the tumor is obtained by running the
angiogenesis model that is described in detail in Section 3.3.

The combinatorial search problem for this application is
to identify a set of Pareto optimal interventions that
minimize both the estimated cost of the intervention and
the oxygen provided to the tumor at the initial phase of
vessel growth. The search algorithm approach needs to
comprehensively explore and discover solutions that are
novel and minimal. Novel solutions exploit neglected
mechanisms or unexpected interactions among the many
mechanisms in the model. Minimal solutions achieve the
best oxygen reduction with the lowest number of para-
meters changed, combined with the smallest deviation of
those parameters. A comprehensive search will consider
many distinct solutions with no initial bias in what
combinations of parameters are considered.

To satisfy these requirements, an unbiased Monte Carlo
approach is used to generate initial solutions as random
deviations to random combinations of parameters. To
achieve the requirement of minimality, promising solutions
are reduced by systematic elimination and minimization of
parameter deviations until a local minimum is found. All
solutions are organized into a near-Pareto optimal frontier
so as to retain promising solutions while rejecting inferior
solutions. To ensure practicality of discovered solutions, the
search engine begins with solutions that contain at most
three parameter changes from nominal. A local beam search
algorithm combined with hill climbing algorithm is used to
organize the reduction and minimization of solutions.

The method applied here is top-down, in that the search
moves from more complex solutions to simpler solutions,
terminating with locally minimal solutions. More efficient
bottom-up approaches have been applied to some multiple-
criteria problems [1], [13] but since they require at least
weak monotonicity in all the objective functions, they
cannot be applied to this problem. In particular, the oxygen
fitness of a solution emerges from a complex interaction of
mechanisms that have no direct or ordered relationship to
the extent and scope of the parameter deviations.

Throughout the course of the search, O2ð�~P Þ is called
repeatedly to evaluate a potential solution over a range of
random initial conditions. Each simulation of angiogenesis
needed to compute O2ð�~P Þ can take upwards of 5 to
7 minutes on a modern processor. Because many thousands
of these are performed, an effective combinatorial search
cannot be feasibly executed without the use of parallel
computation. Fortunately, individual executions of the
angiogenesis simulation share no information, therefore
they are independent and can be performed simulta-
neously. This form of parallel approach is known as an
“embarrassingly parallel” method. Embarrassingly parallel
algorithms are capable of achieving optimal (linear) speed-
up so long as each processor is always working at its
maximum capacity. Although the speedup achieved and
scalability of our method is not the focus of our study, by
using simple parallelism on computational resources
provided by the US National Science Foundation (NSF)
Terra Grid and the Arctic Region Supercomputing Center,
we were able to rapidly search through potential solutions
by running between 512 and 2,048 O2 objective function
evaluations simultaneously.
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3.1 Improving Local Beam Search

Let S be a population of n parameter deviation vectors sampled
from XX. For 1 � j � n, each deviation vector �~Pj 2 S is denoted
by �~Pj ¼ ð�p1; . . . ; �pi; . . . ; �p40Þ, where �pi is the deviation
from the nominal value of the ith parameter. If the deviation
�pi 6¼ 0 then the ith parameter is said to be “active.” Let Að�~P Þ
denotes the set of active parameters in the deviation vector �~P .

The improving local beam search takes as input the
maximum number of active (nonzero) parameter deviations,
k, and an initial population of random deviation vectors, Sk,
then searches through the set of vectors, �~P 2 X, where 1 �
jAð�~P Þj � k for vectors that minimize the cost and oxygen
absorbed by the tumor. The initial population Sk is seeded
usingRandomSampleðk; nÞ that uniformly samples the set of
deviation vectors in XX with exactly k active parameters. The
search engine operates by systematically reducing the
number of active parameters i in each population Si at each
iteration until the vectors in the current population have only
one parameter remaining. During the search, the best
solutions discovered so far are archived in the set L�, which
is returned by the search method.

The search algorithm proceeds in an iterative fashion
alternatively generating random mutations of the deviation
vectors in the current population and selecting the most
promising to be mutated and subsequently carry over to the
population in the next iteration. The algorithm is described in
pseudocode in Algorithm 1. At the ith iteration, the estimated
cost and the amount of oxygen supplied to the tumor are first
evaluated and stored for each �~P 2 Si usingCostðÞ andO2ðÞ.
The best deviation vectors in Si are then selected using
"ParetoOptimalðSiÞ that returns a subset of Si that lie on or
near the Pareto optimal frontier of the current population, Si.
To determine those solutions that are near the Pareto optimal
frontier, "ParetoOptimalðSiÞ returns only those solutions
that are dominated by at most " other solutions in the
population. The best-so-far solution archive, L�, is then
updated with these near-optimal solutions from Si.

Algorithm 1. ImprovingLocalBeamSearchðk; nÞ returns a

set, L�, containing all the near-Pareto optimal solution

vectors found during the discovery search.

1: ImprovingLocalBeamSearchðk; nÞ
2: L�  ;
3: Sk  RandomSampleðk; nÞ
4: for i ¼ k downto 1 do

5: for each �~Pj 2 Si
6: �~Pj:cost Costð�~PjÞ
7: �~Pj:o2  O2ð�~PjÞ
8: end for

9: Si  "ParetoOptimalðSiÞ
10: L�  "ParetoOptimalðSi [ L�Þ
11: Si�1  ReduceResampleðSi; nÞ
12: end for

13: return L�

The next population of deviation vectors, Si�1, is
generated by the ReduceResampleðSi; nÞ function, which
returns a new set of n vectors by simplifying and mutating
each �~P 2 Si on the near-Pareto optimal frontier. The
ReduceResample function produces simplified children
from each deviation vector, �~P in Si, by iterating j through

�~P ’s active parameters Að�~P Þ and placing a copy of �~P in

Si�1 with the jth parameter set inactive and the remaining

parameters unchanged. A parameter of a deviation vector is

set inactive by setting its deviation to 0. The remaining slots

in the population are generated in ReduceResample by

randomly selecting solutions �~P from the set of simplified

solutions, and then randomly resampling each active

parameter �pj 2 Að�~P Þ. The resample operator picks a

new random value for parameter �pj uniformly from its

range constraints. The population Si�1 for the next iteration

of the local beam search is composed of the simplified

nonmutated and simplified mutated children of the near-

Pareto optimal population Si. The algorithm terminates

when k ¼ 1 since the k ¼ 0 case is the no treatment case.

3.2 Improving Hill Climber

Once the improving local beam search algorithm is com-

pleted, the hill climber is applied to each of the potential

deviation vectors in L� to ensure that all solutions found are

locally minimal. The hill climber is an iterative local search

method that takes as input a deviation vector and incremen-

tally adjusts its parameters to reduceCostðÞ as well asO2ðÞ. At

each iteration of the local search, the hill climber only

considers the vectors neighboring the current deviation

vector, �~P , that are orthogonal to �~P and nearby �~P in

that their deviation values have been reduced geometrically

by � (set at a fixed step size of 0.9). The hill climber selects the

neighbor �~Pj that dominates �~P and it not dominated by

any other neighbor to become the current vector of the next

iteration. If none of the neighbor deviation vectors are

selected, then �~P is returned by the hill climber and the

solution is considered locally optimized. Algorithm 2

describes the hill climbing optimization algorithm in pseu-

docode where OrthogonalNeighborsð�~P;�dÞ return the set

of �~Pj , where 1 � j � k and k is the number of active

parameters. The function,MinimumNeighborðN;�~P Þ, eval-

uates the neighborsN usingO2ð�~P Þ and returns the selected

�~Pj.

Algorithm 2. The improving hill climber optimization

algorithm minimizes an input deviation vector, �~Pin, by

monotonically reducing the estimated cost and the

simulated oxygen supplied to the tumor.

ImprovingHillClimberð�~Pin; �Þ returns a minimized

deviation vector whose cost cannot be further decreased or

the oxygen supplied to the tumor cannot be reduced. The �
represents the geometric step size.

1: ImprovingHillClimberð�~Pin; �Þ
2: �~P  �~Pin
3: while true do

4: �~Pmin  �~P

5: N  OrthogonalNeighborsð�~P; �Þ
6: �~Pmin  MinimumNeighborðN;�~P Þ
7: if �~Pmin ¼ �~P then

8: return �~Pmin
9: else

10: �~P  �~Pmin
11: end if

12: end while
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3.2.1 Evaluating the Cost Objective Function

Given a deviation vector defined as
�~P ¼ ð�p1; . . . ; �pi; . . . ; �p40Þ. Let the range of parameter i

be Ri ¼ Hi � Li (where Hi and Li are the allowable high
and low parameter value, respectively, given in Tables 2
and 3, then the cost of a deviation vector is estimated by
summing the weighted individual deviations from nominal:

Costð�~P Þ ¼
X40

1

!i �
�pi
Ri

� �2

; ð1Þ

!i ¼
2:0; if cost of pi is low;
4:0; if cost of pi is medium;
8:0; if cost of pi is high:

8<
:

The relative costs of changing parameters !i, given in
Tables 2 and 3, are determined by reviewing the literature
on known medical intervention strategies [56] and con-
sidering the complexity of the biological mechanism and
subsystem to be manipulated [25], [37]. The medical cost is
estimated based on whether specific treatments are cur-
rently available (low cost), have the potential to become
available in the foreseeable future (medium cost), or are
predicted to be difficult to develop with current technolo-
gies (high cost). The cost function could add a factor that
increased the cost based on k (the number of parameter
deviations in the solution) but this was not included since k
never exceeded three and the summation captures a linear
growth in cost as k grows. In fact, the cost function could be
replaced by one that nonlinearly combines multiple factors
such as risk to patient, manufacturing cost, development
cost, etc., since the algorithm does not exploit any structure
of the cost function and treats it as a “black box.”

3.2.2 Evaluation of Oxygen Objective Function

The oxygen supplied to the tumor is evaluated with the
angiogenesis tissue simulation system implemented as an
extension of CompuCell [31]. To evaluate a solution, the
simulation takes the �~P vector of parameter values as input
and initializes the parameters for each mechanism using the
normative values and the individual �pi 2 �~P . The random
seed used to establish the initial configuration of the stroma
is set and the simulation started. As the simulation runs,
new blood vessels sprout and form loops, blood starts to
flow and oxygen is secreted and delivered to the tumor. The
O2 score over the course of the simulation run is calculated
by accumulating the O2 absorbed by the tumor every
12 hours of simulated time. Because of the stochastic nature
of the simulation, the model produces distinct morpholo-
gies when using different random seeds, even when
initialized using identical �~Ps. For this reason, the oxygen
objective function, O2ð�~P Þ is taken as average O2 score over
32 parameter initializations using different random seeds
and subsequent runs of the angiogenesis model.

3.3 Angiogenesis Model

The angiogenesis computational model combines and
extends the work of Merks et al. [47], Owen et al. [11], and
Bauer et al. [7] to simulate the first three days of angiogenesis
over a tissue region 368 �m wide and 165 �m deep. The

model is detailed enough to account for the shape of
individual endothelial cells and their extension and move-
ment over space and time. Critically, sprout formation and
anastomosis are not modeled explicitly, but emerge from the
independent behavior of each cell over the tissue domain.

The simulation integrates:

1. a Glazier-Graner-Hogeweg (GGH) (also known as the
cellular Potts model or CPM) that represents the tissue
as a discrete spatial domain and captures mechanisms
of endothelial cell growth, adhesion, tip cell chemo-
taxis, haptotaxis [31] and filopodia growth and
exploration [58], and stromal cells and extracellular
matrix (ECM) fiber adhesion and degradation;

2. a continuous model of VegF secretion from the
tumor, diffusion through the stroma, activation of
endothelial cells, and uptake;

3. a network flow model that estimates blood flow
through the irregular network of vessels that emerge
during angiogenesis; and

4. a continuous model of oxygen secretion from vessel
loops, diffusion through the stroma and uptake by
the tumor.

This model produces behavior such as vessel branching,
loop formation (anastomosis), progression and termination
of tip movement, basement membrane degradation, and
activation and growth of endothelial cells to form new
vessels. Significantly, all these complex behaviors emerge
from interactions among the simpler, biologically relevant
and cell-based component mechanisms of the model.

3.3.1 Initial Conditions

The simulation of angiogenesis begins with an existing
blood vessel already activated by VegF secreted from a
nearby avascular tumor. Although there are multiple forms
of VegF as well as additional secreted growth factors such
as angiopeitin that cooperate in angiogenesis, the model
makes the simplification of grouping these into a single
diffusible growth factor, VegF. For computational simpli-
city, the tissue domain is modeled in only two dimensions
along the plane of the existing vessel (as in [49] and [2],
illustrated in Fig. 1a). The existing vasculature is along the
top border and is represented as a collection of endothelial
cells enclosed by a basal lamina of ECM. In Fig. 1a, the
activated endothelial cells of the vessel have entered the cell
cycle and begun to increase in size and divide. The
activated cell closest to the tumor and there receiving the
highest levels of VegF differentiates into a tip cell. Tip cells
form a regular spaced pattern, and once differentiated,
explore the stroma and lead the underlying endothelial cell
stalk. In contrast to stalk cells, tip cells do not grow or
divide [28], [30]. The tumor lies along the bottom and is
represented as a thin layer of cells. These cells represent
only the outermost layer of a larger solid tumor. The
distance from the existing vasculature to the surface of the
tumor wall is 165 �m, and represents the limits of oxygen
diffusion from existing vessels [35], [42]. The complexity of
the stroma is represented as in [3], [8] across the area
between the tumor and the vasculature explicitly as an
isotropic arrangement of medium (white), ECM fibers
(yellow) and an assortment of stromal cells (blue).
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3.3.2 Glazier-Graner-Hogeweg Tissue Model

The GGH represents the tissue domain as a cellular
automata—a discrete two-dimensional array of regular
“automaton,” referred to as lattice sites in the GGH
literature [29]. An individual cell or stromal structure is
represented as a contiguous region of lattice sites of the
same identity. Cell-cell and cell-ECM contacts occur
through adjacent lattice sites that belong to different cells
or cells and the ECM. As the simulation is run, lattice sites
stochastically change to the identity of neighboring sites
(referred to as a flip), causing cells to form new contacts,
change shape and move. The GGH provides a uniform and
principled method of specifying cellular constraints (such
as a cell must be contiguous) and mechanisms (such as
differential adhesion between cells) by modeling develop-
ment as a stochastic search for a minimum energy
configuration of the lattice site domain. Each constraint or
mechanism is specified independently as a contribution to
the calculation of total energy of a given configuration. See
[47] for more details of the GGH model.

In our system, additional continuous layers are added to
the discrete GGH model to represent cell-stroma interactions,
cell-signaling events that are important in angiogenesis and
O2 diffusion. The cell-signalling layer represents the con-
centration of VegF over the tissue as a 2D-array of the same
spatial resolution as the GGH [7]. VegF is a key signaling
molecule secreted from the tumor cells that drives the
initiation and subsequent recruitment of endothelial cells.
Although there are multiple forms of VegF and other
secreted signaling molecules such as angiopoietins that play
important roles in angiogenesis [51], these are not explicitly
considered in the model. Another layer represents the
distribution of ECM fibers in the underlying tissue as a
2D-array of the same spatial resolution as the GGH.
Endothelial cell-stroma interactions significantly contribute
to the fidelity and realism of the model since the ECM fibers
are known to bend the vessel sprouts and cause them to form
loops, allowing blood flow and increasing oxygen and
nutrient delivery [7]. The O2 layer will be discussed later in
Section 3.3.

To run the simulation forward from the initial condi-
tions, brief updates for each array (GGH tissue array,
continuous ECM, and continuous VegF) are interlaced with
advection affects ignored. To update the GGH tissue array,

one Monte Carlo Step (an MCS or 268� 120 pixel flip
attempts, see [41] for more details) is executed. One MCS
simulates approximately three minutes of real time. To
update the ECM and VegF arrays, the concentrations of
ECM and VegF are modified based on endothelial cell
interactions described below. A typical vessel morphology
is given in Fig. 1b following 600 MCS or 30 hours of
simulated development time.

The following sections give a brief description of each
mechanism in the angiogenesis model, its implementation
in the GGH and its control parameters that are included in
the �~P and listed in Tables 2 and 3.

3.3.3 Cell Contiguity, Area, and Shape

In most types of morphogenesis, cells actively adjust their
shape [63]. In angiogenesis, the stalk cells elongate and form
single or double files of cells which mature into new vessels
[5], and the tip cells stretch and extend filopodia [22]. In this
work, the shape of each cell is controlled by constraints on a
cell’s area and its isoperimetric quotient (or IPQ, which is
the ratio of the area to the perimeter squared, normalized so
that the IPQ of a circle is 1.0). Cells with a low IPQ form
tight circles and pack densely; high IPQ cells can elongate
or extend filopodia. The GGH implements each constraint
as part of its energy minimization procedure by introducing
terms that contribute energy to the score of a tissue
configuration as shape constraints are violated. A cell’s
energy contribution increases as its shape parameters (its
area and IPQ) move away from their given target values
(given in Table 2). The relative contribution of each
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Fig. 1. (a) The initial cell type domain conditions of the angiogenesis simulation. The colors used are given in Table 1. The initial vessel is along the
top, with the tumor surface along the bottom. The initial vessel is enclosed by a basement membrane of ECM (seen as thin yellow horizontal line
separating the vessel from the stroma). (b) A typical vessel morphology produced by the simulation system after 600 Monte Carlo steps (MCS) or
30 hours of simulated vessel development time. In all the simulations reported here, the tissue array is 268 by 120 pixels. (a) Initial conditions.
(b) Typical morphology.

TABLE 1
Types Used in Simulation



constraint to the overall energy is controlled by a weight

parameter �i, so the modeled shape of a cell of type i is

described by four parameters: two shape parameter targets

(Ai, �i) and two relative energy weights �Ai
and ��i .

Due to the importance of cell shape to morphology, all
12 shape parameters in Table 2 are considered for

disruption by the search engine. During each simulation

run, for those cell types that do not grow or divide (tumor,

stromal, and tip) the shape targets and weights are fixed.

For endothelial stalk cells, which grow when activated, the

area target increases as described below.
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TABLE 2
Parameters 1 through 15 Governing the Model

TABLE 3
Parameters 16 through 40 Governing the Model



Since healthy cells do not fragment [63], the basic
implementation of the GGH [50] is extended in this work to
impose a continuity constraint on each cell’s set of lattice sites.

3.3.4 Endothelial Cell Activation and Growth

During angiogenesis, endothelial cells in the existing vessel
begin to grow when VegF cell surface receptors are activated.
This is implemented indirectly in the model by having
endothelial cells take up VegF from the extracellular medium
and commence growing when the absorbed VegF exceeds a
threshold [7]. Three search parameters control activation by
VegF: ’ the growth rate of active endothelial cells; �t, the
internal VegF threshold when endothelial cells begin to grow;
and �t, the accumulation rate of VegF within each endothelial
cell. At each simulation iteration (MCS), the target area of a
growing cell is incremented by ’, the growth rate parameter,
which is bound from above by known doubling rates of
endothelial cells [43]. When a growing cell’s current area
reaches twice its original target area, it is split into two equal
daughter cells along its shortest axis. The parameters
controlling activation and growth are given in Table 2.

3.3.5 Differential Adhesion

Differential adhesion between contacting cells or between
cells and the ECM is an important morphogenetic mechan-
ism [63] that is used extensively in angiogenesis. The GGH
model represents adhesion as an energy term that sums
over all cell/cell, cell/ECM, and cell/medium borders in
the lattice domain. Differential adhesion is implemented by
weighting each border length based on the two object types
involved, 	i and 	j, and using parameter J	i;	j , where
J values are inversely related to affinity (see [24]). In the
angiogenesis simulation, six distinct types of objects are
included and listed in Table 1. The search engine considers
the effects of changing adhesion between any pair (listed in
Table 3) of the six object types: endothelial tip cell,
endothelial stalk cell, a stromal cell, a tumor cell, the
ECM, and the fluid medium.

3.3.6 Endothelial Tip Cell ECM Degradation

The secretion of proteolytic enzymes such as matrix
metallopoteinases by endothelial tip cells degrades the
ECM proteins when the endothelial cells are near or in
contact with the ECM [61]. In angiogenesis, this process is
responsible for both the initial degradation of the basal
lamina that allows a new sprout to extend from the existing
vessel, and is an important factor in controlling the
direction of sprout elongation. Without interactions be-
tween the extending stalk and the ECM, few anastomosing
loops form [8]. In this model, proteolysis linearly decays the
ECM by knt whenever the ECM fiber is next to an
endothelial tip cell, and by kut whenever the ECM is under
an endothelial cell (although the model is 2D, the amount of
ECM is represented as an additional continuous layer,
under the tissue layer). As the ECM is degraded, it no
longer presents a barrier to cell movement. This is
represented by the threshold parameter 
. The initial
density of the ECM in the stroma is controlled by the
parameter pe, the probability of a lattice site being occupied
by ECM protein. Since ECM/endothelial cell interactions
are significant in cancer development and treatment, the
four model parameters kut , knt , 
, and pe defined in Table 3,
are considered by the search engine.

3.3.7 Endothelial Haptotaxis and Chemotaxis

In angiogenesis, the endothelial tip cell migrates by
haptotaxis [7] based on the local concentration of ECM in
the tissue, and by chemotaxis [36] based on the local
concentration of VegF. To integrate these mechanisms into
the GGH, two additional terms are added to the energy
change function to favor cell boundary changes that move
up the local ECM and the VegF gradients. The strength of
the haptotactic force is controlled by parameter kH and the
strength of the chemotactic force is controlled by parameter
��. Both these parameters are given in Table 3 and
considered by the search engine.

3.3.8 Endothelial Tip Filopodia

Filopodia emanate from the endothelial tip cells and enable
tip cells to explore their neighborhood to find endothelial
cells from distinct sprouts, and appear to be critical in the
rapid formation of vessel loops [22]. Filopodia influence
haptotaxis as they guide movement along ECM fibers, and
through chemotaxis guide the tip cell up the VegF gradient.
Implicit modeling of filopodia as a pseudopod [48], [49]
captures the general agitation of cell boundaries, but does
not accurately capture the role of filopodia in tip cell
exploration as these cell processes have been observed to
reach two cell diameters from the cell center [28]. In this
work, filopodia are modeled explicitly as contiguous
protrusions from the surface of the cell that have duration
and extent. Three parameters control the filopodia of the tip
cells: the average duration (in MCS) Tf of an individual
filopodium protrusion, and two shape parameters imple-
mented as an energy term with a target extension length lf
and its �f weight, given in Table 3. This explicit modeling of
filopodia allows the search engine to explore novel and
potentially important therapeutic interventions based on
altering filopodial activity.

3.3.9 Secretion and Uptake of VegF

The recruitment of vessels by a tumor is accomplished
through the endothelial cells’ response to VegF and other
secreted signal molecules. The secretion of VegF by tumor
cells and its uptake by endothelial cells form a diffusion
gradient between the tumor and the parent vessel. The
endothelial tip cell is activated by VegF and begins
chemotaxis toward the tumor. In the model, the level of
VegF over the lattice sites in the tissue is controlled by a
diffusion equation with four parameters, given in Table 3:
the diffusion coefficient DV , the degradation rate �V > 0,
the binding and uptake rate limit of � over the endothelial
cells, and finally �, a scalar that represents the efficiency of
VegF internal signalling transduction pathways. Altering
VegF activity is a current clinical approach to reducing
tumor growth by preventing vascularization [21], so all five
VegF-related parameters are considered for disruption by
the search engine.

3.4 Oxygen Flow from Vessels to Tumor

The final component of the simulation is the estimation of
O2 delivered to the tumor during the formation of the
network of new vessels. Computational studies [46], [45]
have shown that the spatial structure and organization of
the vessel network significantly influences blood flow and
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the consequent efficiency of oxygen delivery. To evaluate a
given tissue morphology, a network-level layer is added to
the model that extracts a network of pipes from contiguous
lines of endothelial cells in the GGH lattice using techniques
from image processing [39]. To compute the blood flow
through each pipe, the method based on solving a set of
Poiseuilles equations is used (first described in [2]). Once
the blood flow through each vessel is determined, the
diffusion of O2 through the tissue domain is computed,
with the secretion of O2 from endothelial cells in each
connected vessel proportional to blood flow in that vessel
(see [14], [45], and [2] for more details). An example
showing oxygen concentration over the tissue computed
from a vessel morphology is given in Fig. 2. Finally, the O2

available for absorbtion by the tumor each 100 MCS of
simulation time is accumulated and returned as the
objective score. Diffusion constants of O2 were obtained
from work in [42]. Because O2 is critical in all tissues and
local disruption of O2 delivery would be a difficult
therapeutic intervention, the oxygen delivery parameters
were fixed and not explored by the search engine.

4 RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the iterative improving beam

search method, an empirical study was conducted utilizing

parallel resources provided by the Arctic Region Super-

computing Center and the NSF TeraGrid through the Texas

Advanced Computing Center. The study involved over

17,000 individual runs of the angiogenesis model, requiring

over 120 days of total computation time, if run in serial.
The empirical study considered two principle issues:

1) the effectiveness of the search method in discovering
high quality and novel solutions quickly and 2) an analysis
of the discovered solutions as potential cancer therapies to
see if the method “rediscovers” existing treatments and
whether the method identifies novel and counter-intuitive
solutions that have potential as future effective therapies.

4.1 Search Method Effectiveness

The performance of the improving beam search was
evaluated by three experiments. First, the effectiveness of
the ImprovingLocalBeamSearch method was evaluated by
considering how the quality of the pool of near-Pareto
optimal solutions improves as the algorithm is executed.

Second, the effectiveness of the ImprovingHillClimber
method is evaluated by plotting the trajectory of near-
Pareto optimal solutions on the objective space. Third, the
rate of discovery of near-Pareto optimal solutions is
considered as the algorithm is run repeatedly.

4.1.1 ImprovingLocalBeamSearch Effectiveness

The results of this study are given in Fig. 3 and show the
trajectory of the solution set frontier over the objective space
(treatment cost vis. O2 supplied to the tumor) for reducing
k, the numbers of active parameters, from three to one. To
produce the graphs, the algorithm given in Table 1 was run
10 times. Earlier studies had considered the sensitivity of
the approach to the size of population, but for populations
over 64, the observed effect was minimal since the
interaction among individuals is limited to competition
for inclusion in the �-Pareto set. In studies reported here, the
population size was fixed at 128 to maximize available
parallel resources.

The effectiveness of the ImprovingLocalBeamSearch meth-
od in finding solutions that reduce both the solution cost
and tumor O2 is demonstrated by the significant movement
of the frontier toward the optimal point, and the difference
in quality between the solution set found using pure Monte
Carlo sampling to those in the final pooled set. Reviewing
the results, it is clear that the Monte Carlo improving search
is capable of quickly discovering novel and potentially
important cancer therapies. All the solutions presented
reduce the oxygen to the tumor, with many of the optimal
solutions reducing oxygen by approximately 90 percent and
some more expensive therapies eliminating O2 all together.
This level of reduction would be expected to significantly
slow the growth of the tumor and has the potential to
improve the survival rate of patients [55].

One important criteria for evaluation of the search
method is its ability to identify novel solutions that are
not currently in use or development. To evaluate this aspect
of the method, the summary of current antiangiogenesis
therapies provided in [56], [18], and [44] was used to
classify solutions as existing (i.e., nonnovel) if they change
only one of the following model parameters: �s the growth
rate of endothelial stalk cells; �s or �s, the VegF activation
level of endothelial stalk cells; �h, the haptotactic force
exerted by ECM gradients on endothelial tip cells; kut , knt , or

, the decay of ECM by proteolytic enzymes secreted by
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Fig. 2. (a) A typical vessel morphology produced by the simulation system after 600 MCS or 30 hours. (b) O2 values over the domain for this
morphology, where high concentrations of oxygen are red and low concentrations are blue to black. O2 is secreted from vessels that form loops,
diffuses through the stroma, and is absorbed by the tumor cells. The tissue array is 268 by 120 pixels. (a) Typical morphology. (b) Oxygen
concentrations.



endothelial tip cells; or �V , DV , �V , or �, the secretion,

diffusion, or uptake of VegF. Fig. 4 provides a summary of

the best solutions and best novel solutions found by the

improving beam search method. Note that many of the best

solutions found in the near-Pareto optimal set represent

novel solutions. Further analysis of the best solutions is

provided in Section 4.2.

4.1.2 ImprovingHillClimber Effectiveness

The hill climber is intended to take the high-quality

solutions found from the improving beam search engine

and attempt to further improve the quality of each solution

until a local minima is reached.

The results are given in Fig. 5 and show the trajectory for

each best solution before and after being processed by the

improving hill climber. For those solutions that show no

arrow, the hill climber was unable to find a reduction in

parameter deviations that reduced the tumor oxygen. The

results show that the hill climber was able to find modest

improvement in some of the solutions found by the
improving beam search and significant improvement in a

smaller number of solutions. The reason that some of the

solutions could not be improved is likely due to the fixed

step size used in reducing the parameter deviations. Future

work is investigating how the use of adaptive and finer step

sizes can identify maximal improvement in the solutions.
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Fig. 3. Results: The Pareto optimal frontier (red line), solutions in Sk (points) and near optimal potential cancer therapies (labeled points) identified by
the improving local beam search process as k is reduced from three to one. The best solutions provide the minimum O2 to the tumor (vertical axis) for
the least estimated treatment cost (horizontal axis). Solution a (highest O2 solution on the vertical axis) represents the no treatment case at zero
cost, but with the highest O2. Point labels correspond to the solutions shown in Fig. 7. (a) Solutions when k ¼ 3. (b) Solutions when k ¼ 2.
(c) Solutions when k ¼ 1. (d) Complete solution pool L�.

Fig. 4. Results: The best solutions and best novel solutions found by the improving beam search engine. The point labels correspond to the solutions
shown in Fig. 7. (a) All solutions. (b) Only novel solutions.



4.1.3 Discovery Rate

To investigate the rate of discovery of new solutions, the
improving beam search (with a population size of 128) was
run repeatedly and the best solutions pooled. After each
beam-search run, the new best solutions found were
compared to the existing pool of near-optimal solutions
and the probability of discovering new solutions computed.
A solution was considered new if the minimum distance
between its parameter deviations and the parameter
deviations of any of the pooled solutions was greater than
10 percent of the given parameter ranges. The results are
given in Fig. 6.

The graphs in Fig. 6 show the discovery rate as a function
of the number of solutions returned by the improving beam
search. Each run of the improving bean search returned a
batch of 60 of the highest quality solutions as defined
below. The graphs show the results of running the
improving beam search engine 10 times. The different lines
on the graph correspond how the set of pooled solutions is
defined. The lowest line gives the probability of discovery
when only Pareto optimal solutions are retained in the
solution pool, while the other lines give the probability of
discovery when the solution pool is expanded to include
near-Pareto optimal solutions. The quality of the near-
Pareto optimal solutions in the pool is controlled by the
parameter i, which limits the number of dominating

solutions each pooled solution can have. For i ¼ 0, only

Pareto Optimal solutions are in the pool, for i ¼ 20, the pool

contains all solutions that are dominated by no more than

20 other solutions in the pool. Fig. 6a gives the discovery

rate of all solutions, while Fig. 6b gives the discovery rate of

only those solutions that are novel (defined above).
The results show that the probability of a newly created

solution being a member of the Pareto optimal set drops to

almost 0 percent after 10 batch runs of the improving beam

search. Considering the immense size of the combinatorial

search space (with 40 real valued parameters), the improv-

ing beam search algorithm appears to rapidly find the high-

quality solutions that lie within the space.

4.2 Solutions as Potential Cancer Therapies

The second part of the empirical study analyzes the

parameter deviations of the set of best and novel solutions

found by the search engine and considers how the change

in model parameters affect the resulting vessel morpholo-

gies and how these parameter changes maybe implemented

as medical interventions in the future. To identify and

organize the best solutions in L �, only those solutions

dominated by no more than four other solutions were

collected, then sorted by cost. The top 26 overall solutions

and the top 26 novel solutions are illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5. Results: The effect of the hill climber on the best solutions found using the simplifying beam search. The point labels correspond to the
solutions shown in Fig. 7. (a) All solutions. (b) Only novel solutions.

Fig. 6. Results: The rate of discovery for near-Pareto optimal solutions as the improving beam search engine is repeated and the solutions found are

pooled. (a) shows all the solutions found, while (b) applies an additional filter that counts only novel solutions (see text for definition of novel).



Reassuringly, the best solution set includes many

solutions that represent the rediscovery of treatments that

are currently deployed or in development. Typical

morphologies of a sample of best these solutions are given

in Fig. 8. These four sample solutions are:

. Solution f reduces the growth rate of endothelial
stalk cells (’) and thereby simulates the effects of
various nonspecific chemotherapy strategies that aim
to slow the growth of both tissue and tumor cells, or
drugs that slow endothelial cell proliferation, such as
Angiostatin ([44, Table 4]). A typical morphology for
this solution is given in Fig. 8 and shows fewer loops
leading to low oxygen delivery to the tumor.

. Solution l increases the decay rate of VegF in the
tissue environment (�V ) so there is less VegF
available to activate and guide the endothelial cells
toward the tumor. This change in VegF reduces
sprout growth and results in loops that lie close to

the existing vessel (see Fig. 8). This solution
corresponds to treatments using VegF antibodies,
such as Avastin ([44, Table 2]), that bind and
inactivate the defusing VegF in the tissue.

. Solution o reduces the effect of proteolytic enzymes
secreted by endothelial tip cells in degrading nearby
ECM (knt ). This reduction in ECM degradation
prevents the rapid expansion of new stalks through
the tissue and leads to thin and fragmented stalks
(see Fig. 8). This solution corresponds to treatments
that block matrix metalloproteinases and other
secreted proteases, such as BHPA or Batimastat
([44, Table 6]).

. Solution q reduces the uptake rate of VegF (�V ) by the
endothelial stalk cells thereby leaving more VegF
available in the environment and flattening the VegF
gradient. The excess of VegF leads to increased
endothelial stalk growth while the shallow VegF
gradient slows the chemotactic movement of the
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Fig. 7. Results: Near-Pareto optimal model disruptions found by the search engine. Each column represents one solution with the letter and number
designations (across the top) corresponding to those in Figs. 3 and 4. The parameter disruptions for each solution is given in the column, with white
meaning no change, red an increase in the parameter, and blue a decrease in the parameter. The parameters are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 and
described in Section 3.3. Solution a represents the normative or no treatment case, with no parameter disruptions. The size of the red or blue box
represents the magnitude of the change. The average O2 provided to the tumor and estimated cost is given in the last two rows. The solution set
presented in (a) includes all the best solutions found. The solution set presented in (b) includes only the best novel solutions that explot neglected
mechanisms or unexpected interactions among the multiple mechanisms.



endothelial tip cell toward the tumor, leading to
clumps of stalk cells rather than distinct vessels. This
solution corresponds to treatments that interfere with
VegF receptors such as Angiozyme ([44, Table 3]).

The search engine discovers many novel solutions that

disrupt mechanisms such as filopodia behavior, cell adhe-

sion, or shape. Some of the more interesting solutions require

the simultaneous alteration of two or three parameters to

achieve the goal of reduced oxygen delivery to the tumor. It

is unlikely that any of these solutions could be deduced from

intuition. Four solutions that require single parameter

alteration and two solutions that require multiple parameter

alteration are presented below. Typical morphologies of a

sample of novel solutions are given in Fig. 9. These six

solutions are briefly discussed below:

. Solution e decreases the binding energy between
endothelial tip cells and the stromal cells (Jt;st). Since
J is inversely related to adhesion, this decrease in Jt;st
increases the adhesion between tip and stalk cells. In
this case, many tip cells are “frozen” in contact with a
stromal cell (Fig. 9). The increased stromal/tip
affinity alters the path of tip cells and therefore the
morphology of the trailing stalks. Vessels are straight
and form few loops. While no anticancer drug
currently exploits this mechanism, there are drugs
under development that disrupt specific adhesive
properties of activated endothelial cells through
integrin receptors, such as LM609 ([44, Table 7]).

. Solution U increases the energy weight �f parameter
that enforces the length constraint of the filopodia
extensions. This has the effect of reducing the
mobility and excitation of the filopodia. This reduces
the probability that growing sprouts merge to form a
network of interconnected loops. Note that while the
morphology illustrated in Fig. 9 exhibits some loops,
they are close to the parent vessel and not connected

laterally. No treatments that specifically target tip
cell filopodia are currently available, but this
solution does suggest testable treatments approaches
that include the use of compounds that alter
microfilament dynamics.

. Solution H increases the energy weight parameter �As

of the area of the endothelial stalk cells. Increasing
this parameter creates more static stalk cells with
reduced mobility. The apparent straightening of the
sprouts maybe due to the “drag” the stalk cells
impose upon the advancing tip cell. The straight
sprouts don’t encounter other sprouts and therefore
do not form many loops.

. Solution W decreases the target IPQ parameter for
endothelial tip cells (�t), causing tip cells to become
more circular and explore less of their immediate
environment. The effect is to reduce the probability
that two nearby sprouts will contact and form a loop.

. Solution 0 sharply reduces oxygen delivery by
simultaneously decreasing haptotaxis along the
ECM (�h) and the threshold for endothelial cell
activation (�s). A typical morphology, shown in
Fig. 9, show straight sprouts and many disconnected
tip cells. Potential interventions suggested by this
solution may include combination therapies with
available agent Bevacizumab and an agent that
reduces the interaction between tip cells and the
ECM. Possibilities include antibodies against fibro-
nectin or integrins, the primary fibronectin receptor,
or pharmacological agents that block integrin-
mediated signaling.

. Solution 2 This solution reduces oxygen delivery to
near zero and requires simultaneous changes in
three parameters. In this case, the stomal cell/
medium binding energy (Jst;m) and ECM fiber
density (pe) are decreased, and the VegF diffusion
rates (DV ) are increased. Decreasing the Jst;m
parameter has the effect of increasing the affinity
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Fig. 8. Results: Typical morphologies for four selected treatments discovered by the search engine that correspond to treatments that are in use or
trial. Solution labels are those given in Fig. 7.



between stomal cells and medium. Increasing the
VegF diffusion rate results in a shallower VegF
gradient. This solution is more challenging to
implement than any others previously discussed.
The binding energy between stromal cells and
medium is not a biologically relevant term, but it
maybe possible to achieve the same result by
reducing endothelial cell/stromal cell affinity
through the blocking of integrin receptors. This
would have the same effect on the morphology (see
Fig. 9) where the stromal cells strongly prefer
binding to medium over the endothelial cells.
Similarly, there is no direct way to increase the
VegF diffusion rate, but it maybe possible to
consider ways to alter the steepness of the VegF
concentration gradient. Of the three parameter
modifications demanded by solution 2, changing
the ECM fiber density is the most closely tied to
biology. One possible approach would be targeted
delivery of proteases such as matrix metalloprotei-
nases to reduce ECM fiber density between a
microtumor and the existing vasculature.

These novel solutions suggest possible parameter mod-

ifications that may not be achievable in the near term, but to

discount these difficult solutions would miss the point of the

search-based approach. The search provides nonintuitive

and possibly effective treatments to consider, only some of

which maybe realistic. Nonetheless, the process of reflecting

on these solutions may lead to new, productive ways of

thinking about blocking tumor-induced angiogenesis.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This report describes a biologically realistic model of
angiogenesis in which complex tissue-level behaviors
emerge from the interaction of cellular and subcellular
properties. This angiogenesis model was used as an objective
function for a parallel combinatorial search method for
exploring the space of angiogenesis blocking interventions
for treating cancer. The primary search proceeded using an
improving Monte Carlo approach. Near-optimal solutions
for blocking angiogenesis were found rapidly. These solu-
tions were used as input for an improving Hill Climber
search that discovered parameter values that most effec-
tively block the delivery of oxygen to a solid tumor. In an
empirical study that evaluated over 17,000 alternative
solutions, many effective potential therapies were found.

In [44], existing clinical treatments or those close to
deployment where grouped into five major classes based on
the target mechanism of disruption (angiogenic factors,
receptors of angiogenic factors, endothelial cell proliferation,
metalloproteinases, and endothelial cell adhesion). The fact
that the near-optimal set of solutions included examples
from each of these five major classes strongly validates both
the fidelity of the angiogenesis model and the search-based
discovery approach, particularly, given the possibility that
antiangiogenic treatments work through a combination of
blocking new vessel growth to micro-tumors and renorma-
lization of aberrant tumor-induced neovasculature. Move-
over, many of the solutions discovered were novel and
therefore not reported in [44], and some required the
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Fig. 9. Results: Typical morphologies for six selected novel potential treatments. Solution labels are those given in Fig. 7.



simultaneous disruption of two or three different model
parameters that affect angiogenesis. The effective multi-
parameter solutions are particularly interesting because they
cannot easily be derived by intuition. The results reported
here suggest that this approach could help guide the
development of new cancer treatments. Further refinements
of the angiogenesis model to even more accurately reflect the
known biology are likely to yield additional potential cancer
treatment approaches for laboratory testing.
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